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Abstract: With the rapid proliferation of Internet-enabled mobile handsets, empirical research has been undertaken in large number. The rapid growth of mobile commerce is being driven by number of factors, increasing mobile user base, rapid adoption of online commerce and technological advances. Regarding the development of mobile technology, it seems essential to have a payment protocol which provides the required security features along with an acceptable efficiency in mobile environment. This article introduces a payment protocol based on secure wireless payment using the m-check system. The proposed mobile payment protocol not only minimizes the computational operations and communication passes between the engaging parties, but also achieves a completely privacy protection for the payer.
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I. Introduction

The emergence of M-commerce create the need to develop a new ways of purchasing on mobile devices. The payment trough mobile devices make arise different security and efficiency drawbacks due to mobile environment limitations as low Bandwith, the connection cost, computational and storage capabilities. Different electronic payment protocols are proposed in the literature among which SET[2], iKP protocols[3], KSL[4], but they are not suitable for mobile environment. Some protocols are developed to satisfy the efficiently in mobile environment as SWPP[5] which is designed to overcome the WPP[6] limitation. The protocol SSMCP[7] was designed for mobile lightweight client and concern the problem of fair commitment. In this article we introduce a secure protocol for payment. One integral tool utilized within this protocol is the use of m-check. The m-check system or mobile check system is a mobile payment system[8] based on the use of mobile version of e-cheque provided by the bank who is the first responsible of the payment management. The proposed protocol based on the use of the m-check system for payment which guarantee a high level of security and prevent a replay attack. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Some existing mobile payment protocols are briefly explained in section II. Section III details our new protocol for mobile payment. Finally, the conclusion will be made in part VI.

II. Payment Protocols

SSL and SET are considered as two standard for electronic payments protocols. But they cannot be directly adopted in wireless area due to their heavy computational operations and communication passes[2].

The protocol proposed by MSET[6] which based on SET, it’s a wireless protocol proposed by replacing time consuming public key encryption and decryption algorithms, but it falls short on convenience. The WPP[7] is an efficient wireless protocol which address convenience, based on fewer messages comparing to MSET, but it present some shortcoming and security drawbacks.

SWPP[8] address the security problem of WPP, it’s based on the WTLS, and the WAP infrastructure[9], it considered as a protocol with many advantages over SSL and SET protocols, and it appropriate for being developed into some secure protocols. But it leaves out user’s anonymity and privacy. The ASWPP[10] is an anonymous payment protocol based on secure wireless payment protocol (SWPP). Contrary to SWPP, this protocol manages to provide anonymity and privacy of the customer. It uses a blindly signed pseudo digital certificate and anonymous bank account in order to protect the customer’s identity.

The SSMCP [11] protocol is a secure protocol developed to reduce the amount of communication, and use the e-cheque[8] as an integral tool of payment. That’s way it has been selected as the basic idea of our protocol in this article. Therefore the SSMCP protocol is a secure protocol used for m-commerce transaction and it’s developed to reduce the amount of communication to comply with wireless bandwidth limitation. The protocol is based on the concept that the way the merchant receive the e-cheque from the customer. And it’s reside on the creation of a public URL from the bank and specific to each individual customer.
III. Our Proposed Protocol

This protocol is based on the message flow of SSMCP protocol[]. The protocol uses different data flow from SWPP in order to make sure the protocol convenient. As illustrated in Fig1 the customer start a WTLS class 3 connection with the merchant and start by selecting the random number which is used to prevent the bank from accessing the order information, and sends the merchant a purchase request. After receiving the customer’s request the merchant compute the amount h(OI,R), and create the transaction identity which contain the ID and date of transaction signs them all as well as the price and his information MI, and then sends them to the customer, who signed the m-check filled with the received information (MI, amount, and date) and conceal it with the nonce N, sends it to the merchant with the transaction information. The merchant verify the m-check and deposit it to his bank and wait for response to deliver the order to the customer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[C,M,CB,MB]</td>
<td>Are used to denote respectively Customer, Merchant, Client’s Bank, and Merchant’s Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CertC</td>
<td>Certificate of X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDx</td>
<td>Identity of the transaction that include time and date of the transaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TID</td>
<td>The request of TID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIDReq</td>
<td>The request of the merchant information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIreq</td>
<td>Order information. OI = {TID, h(OI, Price)}, where OD and Price are order descriptions and its amount.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI</td>
<td>A random number used by the customer to keep the order information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>From the bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SignprvX</td>
<td>Signature of X by the his private key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H()</td>
<td>Hash function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mcheck</td>
<td>The mobile check</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonce</td>
<td>Random number used to conceal the m-check</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Purchase request:** The payment is initiated from the customer who send his identity ID\(_C\), the order information with the random number R, and ask the merchant to send him the merchant’s information MI and the transaction ID.<br>

**Customer ➔ Merchant:** \{ID\(_C\),TID\(_req\), MI\(_req\), OI, R\}\_sign\(_{prv\_C}\), Cert\(_C\)

**Request confirmation:** The merchant receive the customer’s request, create the unique transaction identity and send it along with his MI, the price, h(OI, R) , signed with his private key in addition of his certificate.

**Merchant ➔ Customer:** \{TID, ID\(_M\), MI, price, h(OI, R), ID\(_C\)\_sign\(_{prv\_M}\), Cert\(_M\)\}

**M-check upload:** Upon receiving the answer the customer create and filled the m-check with the information extracted from the message, and signs it with his private key along with TID, the price, and the his bank ID. After signing it, the customer uploads the m-check to the merchant.

**Customer ➔ Merchant:** \{TID, ID\(_CB\), MI, price, h(OI, R), ID\(_C\), mCheck\}\_sign\(_{prv\_C}\)

After the merchant receive the M-check, and verifies the signature, the m-check’s information, and the received data. The merchant can cash the m-check at any time before the time of expiration. The merchant then send the m-check to his bank for endorsement.

**Merchant ➔ MBank:** \{TID, ID\(_CB\), price, MI, h(OI, R),ID\(_C\), mCheck\}\_sign\(_{prv\_M}\), Cert\(_C\)

**Transaction verification:** The merchant’s bank receives the message, verifies the signatures, and mCheck informations and compare it with the one sent by the merchant to make sure that they are similar and they are not modified. So it compare the price with amount signed in the m-check, compare also the expiry date of the purchase with the date in the m-check. If there isn’t problem the bank will sends the customer’s bank a payment request and start the clearness process between them.

**MBank ➔ CBank:** Notification of payment

The customer’s bank verifies the customer’s account and withdraw the price off the customer’s account and sends the merchant’s bank a response to deposit the money to the merchant’s account and sends the signed confirmation to the merchant.

**MBank ➔ Merchant:** confirmation of payment:\{TID, ID\(_M\), ID\(_C\), price, h(OI,R)\}\_sign\(_{prv\_MB}\)

the customer’s bank signed the receipt and send it to the customer, and stores TID and the mcheck identity in the database to resolve any possible dispute.

**CBank ➔ Customer:** \{TID, ID\(_M\), ID\(_C\), price, h(OI, R)\}\_sign\(_{prv\_CB}\)
The bank of merchant compare if the amount of $h(OI,R)$ signed by the merchant and $h(OI,R)$ signed by the customer are identical and verify the validity of the m-check by comparing the price with the amount signed in the m-check, the expiry date of the purchase with the date in the m-check, and the merchant and customer’s information to make sure the merchant didn’t manipulate the m-check and the customer and merchant agree about items. In the next stage the merchant’s bank contacts the customer’s bank to start the process of regulation of the payment between them trough a virtual private network. If the transaction is done successfully, the merchant ‘s bank will send a signed receipt to the merchant to start deliver the items ordered to the customer because the signature make him sure that his account is credited with the amount. The customer’s bank in turn send a signed receipt to the customer to reassure him that the transaction is done successfully and the merchant is obliged to deliver his orders.

**Fig1:** Messages flow corresponding to the protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer</th>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Merchant</th>
<th>Mbank</th>
<th>Cbank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initiating the transaction</td>
<td>Validation Merchant request</td>
<td>Validate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send M-check</td>
<td>M-check Upload</td>
<td>Validate</td>
<td>Verification of payment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receive confirmation of payment</td>
<td>Receive confirmation of payment</td>
<td>Credit merchant account</td>
<td></td>
<td>Debit customer account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>End of the transaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The security of our protocol is based on the use of the m-check for payment and the advantages of the m-check system are apparent. The protocol provides privacy because the customer and the merchant don’t have to communicate their banking information, and each participant have limited access to the information. So why the customer don’t have to hide his identity by creating an anonymous identity. All public keys issued are certified by a certification authority, which assure authentication. WTLS provides confidentiality and integrity of the sent data.

**IV. Conclusion**

This paper is to suggest a more private mobile payment protocol by involving the m-check system. The improvements help this protocol provides a higher performance, in addition to covering some security drawbacks of some protocols such as un anonymity of the customer. The future work will concentrate on improving the verification of the protocol proposed and to introduce a simulation of the protocol to prove to be able to meet the requirements both theoretically and practically.
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